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About This Content

SUGURI the Best is a 13 arranged "Best of" tracks from the SUGURI series.

Track List:

01. Daedalus

02. Menu

03. Green Bird

04. Gray Hued

05. First Encounter

06. Ice Cage

07. Stratosphere

08. Necessary

09. Rendezvous
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10. Icarus

11. Sora no Kakera

12. Magical Girl of Miracles (instrumental)

13. Le Train
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suguri the best

So the game is inspired by x-com...I get it.. Its a turned based strat game... I get it.. It has base and squad building... I get it.. It's
fun and dynamic... I get it.. It's definentily worth playing and for $20.... I GET IT !! and so should YOU!! Not perfect but worth
every penny. Pick up a copy 2day Recommended. As someone who is a film maker and have a degree in film, this game is semi
hard and really gets you thinking. if you love movies pick this up!. This is a casual game. The kind of game you put on for 10
minutes and end up spending an hour with. Good clean fun. I like it, very much like the board game.. Fantastic game. Even
though you never leave your compartment at the front of the train, it maintains a sense of tension throughout. While I'll admit it
gets repetitive towards the end of a game, the moderate to high difficulty means that decisions can make or break an otherwise
great run.. Pretty cool experience. Controls are not the greatest. Improving the graphics\/textures would be nice. Other than that
it was fun roaming through this historical airship. It really shows what VR has in store for the future as far as eductional
experiences go. There are other places to go and see than just the airship, including a mini hangar-museum that details what this
airship was all about. Pretty rad.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8nOoSgq7xMs. The all time classic space combat game. A must have for any fan of
ship/spaceship combat.. for the theatre of war when i try to play it keeps coming up with its currently in cease fire mode and the
next turn isnt avalible until febuary 12th 2016? im deffinatley sure its gone past that. If you honestly need a justification on the
price. here's one. Buy it. Just buy it. BUY IT ! This is basically a massive expansion. It is bigger than the game itself. It adds
soooooooo much to the expierence. New quests New Characters New Classes. BUY IT !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. PSA: This is a kinetic
novel. As in you don't get to make choices, it's not a choose your own story type of game. You just sit back and read. Not that
that's bad or anything, but I bought it thinking it was would be more of visual novel where you get to make decisions that affect
the story outcome. Bad on me for not reading more about the game, but I did like the artwork and the wild west setting intrigued
me since there aren't any other games like this that I am aware of. Though hard to classify this as a "game" if there is no
interacitvity other than clicking to turn the digital page, if you will. I am going to try streaming it to my Shield later on in the
bathtub. :D Oh and if you like this, check out Highway Blossoms, it has a western ish vibe though more modern. Also both
games have yuri vibes which I dig on. ;)
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This game is a clicker, where you set your strategy, click go, and see what happens. Then repeat. Very casual.

I enjoyed the game somewhat, but there were a few things that lead me to not recommend:

1. Enemy strength scaling. Their power is always based on yours and that includes when you have set aside population as
soldiers so basically it's just a waste. You will usually be underpowered and have to retreat and lose ants. You can't feel like you
have grown strong enough to dominate an area.

2. Bonus scaling. Bonuses per day are fixed but growth is curved, so anything you've gotten in the past fades into irrelevance.

3. Unspecific events. Sometimes things happen but they don't always say how big an impact they had.

4. Autobattle (completely needed to battle) can only be used if the advisor thinks it's unloseable, but that's too conservative
sometimes.
. Very nice, I was pleasantly surprised when I opened up to find the terrain already there ready to go.

It's a lot better than the ones I've used before over the years you can get up and running very quickly with a high quality terrain.

Once the updates which import into Unity 5 and Axis come out this will be the best ever.

I recommend it for now and await the promised updates.

"Just as I thought, the devs have listened and already released the Unity 5 import of the terrain"

Way to go guys ... nice. I want my money back (\u00ac_\u00ac). Please note this is an early access game and I bought it heavily
discounted, neither I've looked at the dev page to see which features will be available in future, so this is just my first
impression after finishing the first scenario.
- There is no map, no introduction to the story and the basic tutorial gives too few hints
- The game so far is really linear, but could improve later. Basically is like an HOMM game where you buy units, explore,
collect gold, kill enemies and repeat the cycle. But at the moment there is no loot system, so you always find only gold. Also it
seems you are stuck with a certain type of units (3) and can't recruit \/ find different units, but this could be just at the beginning
and heroes could change later in the game.
- The camera is fixed, I don't really see the purpose. In certain situations will move in a completely different angle while you are
walking making you lose where you were going (add on top of this that there is no map)

The good sides:
- The spell system is the thing that distinguishes this game from the others. You have to draw the lines on your screen and then
select the enemies. Faster you are, stronger is the spell. If you don't remember a spell sign, you can always select it from the
spellbook but this will make it less powerful. I did not really notice so much difference, but probably with stronger spells and
more balanced game in future this will be more noticeable.
- It's really simple and for this price the final edition of the game can fill the void while waiting for your next favourite AAA
game

I will play a little more later and update the review and keep looking for updates to see the progress, I'd recommend this game
only to people in search of something different and willing to give some trust to developers. But before that, please look at their
pages and what they have to say and if you agree or less with them and if they are going to fill the gaps already mentioned in this
and other reviews. I don't feel like this is a tablet game, can have his say even on a PC.. Thought this game might be fun. Welp,
it is not. First of all, a fill-up slider with punishing areas is a sh♥tty mechanic in general. Secondly, most levels and objectives
heavily rely on 'utilities' - different means of controlling the ball while it's flying, all of which are finicky as well. Then you have
bullsh♥t collectibles, flawed challenges, annoying sounds, camera and prompts. Yeah, not very fun game.. This game reminds
me of a flash game that is on the internet that is called bloxorz (play it if you want a demo type of this game). That game you
control a 1 by 2 by 1 block so this wasnt has hard to pick up since i beat that game. This game is a nice little game that could
leave you frustrated with yourself but once you start thinking in the 2x2x1 pattern the game will really shine. Great music that
was fun to listen to. However at first glance there is 150 levels in this game!. If the dev keeps updating it im sure we will have
great little game for yourself while you are doing something else.. Okay, the game gets a few mixed reviews, but Whisper of a
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Rose is definitely a good addition to one's library of games. The in game art style is beautiful and shows a lot of consideration
has been put into designing area's, characters, etc. There are a few rough spots though in gameplay, such as scripted scenes
involving sprites getting stuck if char x moves in front of y by interference from char z. For example, in the museum's scene it
is possible for Melrose to arrive at the door before the curator and thus blocking the trigger for the event's continuation.

Similarly, if you escape a battle, enemy sprites will be reset to their original spawn points. If you happen to stand next to one
you'll either have to fight and win or face game-over since Melrose's sprite is immobile immediately after a fight (probably
because of the item drops needing to be calculated). Sounds bad? I can be. But! Even with those flaws the game is fun to play.
The battle system feels reminiscent of Lunar SSSC, with animated battlers and variable music, the three selectable classes are
balanced well thus far and your first summon is cute.

I won't touch too much upon the story, as others have done that already, but like To the Moon this game has a unique appeal. I'd
recommend it even to those sceptical of RM games in general.
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